


Coronavirus (COVID-19) Infection Prevention & Control Policy

For

Nikita Kayleigh Photography.

 My priority is to keep you and your loved ones as safe as possible whilst you 
are at the studio, as well as myself and I will be doing everything I possibly can 
to prevent the risk of any spread of the virus or any other illness. I have made a 
number of changes within the studio and the way I work which you will notice number of changes within the studio and the way I work which you will notice 
when you next visit. Details of which can be found below. 

Illness: 

 If I feel unwell or have any symptoms of COVID-19 I will self isolate immediately 
and not come to the studio. This may mean that I have to cancel your session 
at short notice, I appreciate that this may not be convenient but it is for your 
own safety. We can either re schedule your appointment or you can have a 
refund of your deposit if this happens.refund of your deposit if this happens.

 If you or anyone in your household are showing any signs of illness, OR symptoms 
of COVID-19, or have been in close contact with anyone else who has been 
showing symptoms or tested positive for COVID-19 in the last 14 days, please 
DO NOT COME TO THE STUDIO we can re schedule your session or viewing 
appointment. 

 There will now only be one session/viewing appointment scheduled per day, 
this is to ensure plenty of time before and after each client for a studio deep clean. this is to ensure plenty of time before and after each client for a studio deep clean. 
I have always followed quite a strict cleaning regime due to working with babies, 
in addition to this, all door handles and equipment will be sanitised, floors and 
seating will be steam cleaned and toilet area will be thoroughly cleaned before 
and after each client.

 When entering the studio you will be asked to remove your shoes, or use the 
shoe covers provided and use hand sanitiser. There will also be masks available 
for you to wear if you wish too.for you to wear if you wish too.

I myself will be wearing a visor throughout all sessions, I will wash my hands and 
use sanitiser throughout as usual. 

 Please leave any unnecessary bags/coats and things in the car or at home were 
possible. There is a basket at the door to put things in. Please only bring 
prams/buggies if necessary too.



 For your safety and to maintain social distancing, I ask that only people from your 
household attend your session, unless previously discussed and agree with myself 
when booking. Part of the studio will be sectioned off to avoid little fingers touching 
all the props. Please be mindful of distance wherever possible whilst in the studio,
 I understand this will be difficult with children, and if you have visited me before 
you will know I am usually very hands on and love cuddles. For the time being, 
I will ask be asking you to help position (and chase!) your children on the I will ask be asking you to help position (and chase!) your children on the 
backdrop to help minimise contact. 

 Newborn Sessions:
 Throughout your newborn session, I have always continuously used hand sanitiser 
and maintained a very high standard of hygiene and overall cleanliness. 
All props/blankets etc are cleaned between each client. I will also be wearing 
the appropriate PPE throughout your newborn session. 

 For sibling poses, I ask that we do these at the start of the session, and then for  For sibling poses, I ask that we do these at the start of the session, and then for 
someone to take the siblings to the park, for a walk or home as there will be less space 
in the studio for them to wait whilst I continue with babies photos.

The usual snacks and hot drinks will not be provided for the time being, however 
there will be bottled water on request. Please feel free to bring your own snacks, 
there will be a rubbish bag, and you will be asked to take your rubbish with you 
when you leave.

 I understand some of these measures may seem a little bit much to some, however  I understand some of these measures may seem a little bit much to some, however 
they are necessary, and have been implemented for yours and my safety and 
especially for my smallest clients who do not yet have an immune system. 

I will continue to take advice from the Government and the NHS regarding safe 
practice and will amend them as necessary.

Thank you for your understanding.

Kind Regards
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